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We serve the best because we are 
able to satisfy their requirements.

All our products are 100% manufactured at our DINOLE® 
factory. Our service covers all aspects of production, from 
A to Z: from the creative stage, to the warping, the weaving, 
the dyeing and, in the end, the most sophisticated finishing. 
It has been this way at DINOLE®for over 100 years.

Manifattura Tessile di Nole preserves an age-old textile 
tradition able to give life to the prestigious velvet and fabrics 
of Nole intended for interior decoration. 

Creations dedicated to the best international wholesalers 
and textile editors, due to a production process entirely 
carried-out in-house through working techniques which 
combine the craft and the technology of the most 
technically advanced machines.

At the beginning of the last century, more than 4,400 
people worked at the factory, with the factory being the 
main drive of the economy in the Nole area. 



Whole generations of families worked 
for DINOLE® and even nowadays 
there are many who represent the 
third and fourth generation of people 
employed in the manufacturing. 

More than 100 years experience make us one 
of the main European textile manufacturers.



33,000 sqm 
is our industrial site.

A space which houses 
the production, the 
historical archives, the 
warehouses and the 
showroom.



Manifattura Tessile di Nole 
centuries-old colours and patterns, 
faithfully reproduced thanks to 
Nole’s sophisticated machinery and 
cutting-edge technology, 
for a finished product of exceptional 
excellence.

Today just like yesterday, 
tradition has been interpreted 
by innovation. 
Manufacturing techniques that have remained un-
changed since time immemorial. 

hand loom _mid 19th century

The secret of an age-old craft and 
human tradition lies deep within 
the folds of a place. Within the 
russet coloured bricks of the walls, 
the wooden street doors, the 
rounded rooftops of the buildings, 
down to the finest detail of the 
stately 33,000 m² production site, 
Manifattura Tessile di Nole evokes 
the magic of fabrics and yarns, 
and of a manufacturing process 
entirely conducted within the walls 
of the company.

      



More than 28,000 exclusive 
customer’s colour samples have 
been already archived for the 
plain cotton velvet.

More than 4,000 of original 
jacquard fabrics.



Our historic archive of designs, as 
well as customers own designs, can 
still be reproduced decades later, as 
all production is controlled in-house.

This gives continuity and value for 
our customers and shows the true 
strength of the company. 

One must simply think that since 
1913, in velvet alone 28,000 colour 
samples have been archived. All of 
them are reproducible thanks to a 
completely computerised system.
It means respecting our tradition, 
our workers and our customers trust.

Having care of each production step 
is our essence.
It means respecting our tradition, our workers and our 
customers trust. 



A TOTALLY VERTICAL COMPANY
a unique human and industrial story.

EXCLUSIVITY
Every collection is like a tailored suit that we produce 

for our exclusive clients in our 33,000 square-
metre factory site. It is for our customers that we 

scrupulously preserve the designs and colours in our 
archives, and guarantee the utmost discretion, as we 

have been doing for over 100 years.

33,000 sqm
production site where the entire manufacturing 

process takes place.

CONTINUITY
Thanks to the fact that we carry out the entire 
production cycle in our factory, we are able to 
reproduce designs and colours with maximum 

precision, even after several years.

SERVICE
The whole production cycle is carried out in-house. 
In this way we can guarantee speed, reliability, and 

punctuality to our clients, who are able to follow their 
orders on our website.

100 YEARS
of handcrafted tradition in producing prestigious 

velvets.



A TOTALLY VERTICAL COMPANY
a completely in-house process.

DESIGN

WARPING

JACQUARD FABRICS  WEAVING

VELVET WEAVING

DYEING

FINISHING & QUALITY CONTROL

SHIPPING WAREHOUSE



The creation office can count 
on professionals who, through a 
continuous training programme, 
merge their creative nature with the 
technique of the most modern tools.

One of the most important and 
exclusive resource of the style centre 
is represented by the possibility of 
being inspired or of reproducing 
designs and colours deriving from 
the age-old
custom of the company, all 
rigorously catalogued and classified. 

DESIGN

The fabrics and velvets are designed 
according to the indication of 
the client or to the creative 
interpretations of the creation office 
itself.
Subsequently, the designs are 
translated into programs which will 
be interpreted and carried out by 
the software coupled with the single 
looms. 

Finally, important stylists and 
international textile creators hand 
their ideas over to the creation 
office, which turns it into the fabrics 
and velvet of Nole.

         



WARPING

The possibility of having this process
in-house, implies high versatility and 
a swift response.



Two very wide departments, important both 
for their dimensions and production capacity.

JACQUARD FABRICS WEAVING 
department where the production is 
carried with the most modern looms, 
and are able to supply fabrics at both 
140 cm and 290 cm wide.

VELVET WEAVING 
department, able to offer the highest 
versatility according to the type of 
fibre, structure and composition. 
The temperature and the degree of 
humidity of the departments are 
continuously controlled in order to 
guarantee optimum environmental 
conditions for production and quality.

WEAVING



DYEING

Dyeing of the fabric is a very delicate 
and important process to determine 
the quality and durability of the 
product. All fabrics are dyed in-
house allowing our customers to have 
the confidence in consistent colour 
continuity and quality.
A powerful purification system, 
continuously monitored through 
periodical controls, allows the water 
and the residue of the dyeing process 
to be filtered and purified.



In Manifattura, every single meter 
of velvet and fabric is checked by 
the expert eyes of highly trained 
staff together with the help of 
automatized and computerized 
processes.
This is the only way to guarantee a 
top quality product.

CHEMISTRY LABORATORY
The chemistry laboratory and testing 
room (pre and post production) 
represent an additional element 
to ensure the right quality for the 
customer.

FINISHING & QUALITY CONTROL



The warehouse is completely 
automated and is the final stage of 
the cycle through the factory.

SHIPPING WAREHOUSE

The fundamental data of each 
production are collected through a 
coding which allows both their
storage and handling.

The modern warehouse allows 
arational management of the final 
product, guaranteeing
timeliness and precision to the 
customers.

                                                                                                                                  



The prestigious velvet of Manifattura 
Tessile di Nole is the exceptional 
result of a production process which 
combines the craft of an old-age 
textile culture and the technology 
of the most sophisticated machines. 
Cotton, linen, silk, cashmere, 
mohair wool and acrylic velvet: no 
matter if they are plain, striped 
or printed, each centimetre of 
fibre is characterized by care and 
meticulousness which will create an 
extraordinary final product.

Very renowned for their value and 
celebrated in all the world, the 
precious mohair wool velvet realized 
in Nole is present in the most 
prestigious international theatres 
and in the world places symbol of 
sumptuousness and prestige, such as 
royal courts and papal environments. 
With the same care reserved to these 
prestigious creations, the velvet di 
Nole is intended for international 
refined clients.

VELVETS’ GENERATIONS

Cotton, linen, silk, cashmere, mohair wool 
and acrylic (dralon®) velvet

Dobby card punching machine



We are serving the best 
keeping a high quality 
bespoke approach.



Plain-coloured, 
striped, jacquard, 
damask, lampas and 
brocatelle.



The fabrics produced in Nole meet 
the highest qualitative
standards, are intended for 
international clients and divided
into a huge variety of typologies: 
suitable for many different 
applications (curtains, furnishings, 
house, office, precious coverings), 
Manifattura Tessile di Nole produces, 
through looms, jacquard, damask, 
lampas, brocade, gobelin, liséré 
created with original schemes or 
modified ones according to the 
modern exigencies.

JACQUARD WOVEN FABRICS

Fabrics of precious manufacture

Plain, striped, tartan, in cotton 
silk, linen, viscose and polyester, in 
coordinated colours for a complete 
interior decoration.

 





Manifattura Tessile di Nole supplies its fabrics 
and velvet to the best distributors and names. 

THEATRES

The understatement style, typical of 
Piedmont, and the privacy reserved 
to the purchasers have reduced 
the visibility of the company so far 
which, despite of this, can count on 
important and prestigious realization 
both in Italy and abroad. 

Besides Scala of Milano, we must 
not leave out the refurnishing of 
Teatro Regio and Teatro Carignano of 
Turin and Teatro La Fenice of Venice 
in Italy and other international 
realizations such as Operà of Paris, 
Metropolitan of New York, Petronas 
Philarmonic Hall of Kuala Lumpur 
and Teatro Colòn of Buenos Aires 
which are as important as the first 
one. In 2011 in the refurnishing of 
Teatro dell’Opera of Florence, carried 
out by Studio Abdr of Rome, instead 
of the traditional scarlet colour, a 
grey velvet was used and also this 
time it was Made in Nole.



imperfix®, engineered in the 
laboratories of Manifattura Tessile 
di Nole and patented, is a special 
finish designed for the most 
demanding of applications, giving 
extraordinary resistance to the 
aggressive wear of mechanical 
processes and extreme 
environments.

Created thanks to our 
extensive know-how and long 
manufacturing experience, 
FOCUStop® is the trademark of 
our flame retardant velvets. 
Highly regarded and renowned 
for its quality, FOCUStop® has 
made its star appearance in many 
prestigious international theatres 
and high-capacity public venues.

imperfix®.
An extraordinary appearance.

FOCUStop®.
Our security guarantee.



VELVET FINISHING TECHNOLOGY

MARCHIO STORICO DI INTERESSE NAZIONALE *

*HISTORIC TRADEMARK OF NATIONAL INTEREST

IMPERFIX® IN THE EXCLUSIVE CLUB 
OF HISTORICAL TRADEMARKS OF NATIONAL INTEREST

Today, as for more than 80 years, DINOLE® uses a special velvet finishing 
technology to keep the beauty of cotton velvet unchanged over time: imperfix®.
imperfix® is a trademark and brand of DINOLE® and has joined the Special 
Register of Historical Trademarks of National Interest by appointment of the 
Ministry of Economic Development. 
DINOLE® is proud to have been recognized by the Italian Government as an 
excellence of the Italian industry, one of the few textile companies that have 
a long history behind them, that produce truly Made in Italy and that carry 
on a tradition that becomes technological and product innovation. 

Engineered and patented in DINOLE® laboratories, imperfix® is a velvet 
finishing technology designed to enhance the beautiful aspect and physical 
performance of all DINOLE® combed cotton velvets. imperfix® significantly 
improves the overall appearance and resistance to use of velvet, allowing it 
to perform to its best. 



Developed since 1940, imperfix® helps the fabric recover from pressure marks 
and is considered an essential finish for all DINOLE® cotton velvets.  

110 years of history, experience and deep knowledge of raw materials have 
led DINOLE® to optimally define various finishing operations to be applied to 
fabrics in order to ensure their high quality over time. imperfix® helps cotton 
velvet withstand the most demanding of uses for both the domestic and 
contract markets, giving a better durability to crushes and helping the fabric 
recover from pressure marks. 

IMPERFIX® A CONCRETE AND VERIFIABLE 
VELVET FINISHING TECHNOLOGY.

DINOLE® cotton velvets are not afraid of shocks, crushing, pressure because 
they carry within them an invisible secret that guarantees high resilience: 
imperfix® finishing technology. 
In fact, imperfix® helps DINOLE® cotton velvets: to be suitable for both 
curtains and upholstery, with a Martindale higher than 100,000 rubs; to 
withstand the heaviest uses giving a better durability to crushing; to recover 
from pressure marks.   

IMPERFIX® RESPECTS THE ENVIRONMENT.
Constantly being upgraded to comply with the new severe European directives 
relating to the safety of products and protection of the environment, imperfix® is 
a 100% eco-friendly finishing technology and allows all DINOLE® cotton velvets 
to be free from Formaldehyde and any dangerous products that are classified 
as toxic substances included in the Candidate List of SVHC issued by the ECHA.

imperfix® is a velvet finishing technology that was born, developed and 
integrated with the historical DINOLE® philosophy that focuses on the values 
and uniqueness of the territory, together with respect for the environment.
During the manufacturing cycle, all DINOLE® cotton velvets treated with 
imperfix® are kept for several hours suspended, not rolled, and exposed to 
air so that the environment’s natural humidity promotes polymerization, 
allowing the pile to breathe and rise up again. The water, coming from the 
nearby mountains, is the precious uniqueness of the territory that DINOLE® 
uses for this slow and natural process that will make the velvet ready to 
express its qualities, harmony and beauty over time, getting better and 
better with time, like a great aging wine.    



The environment has always been our top priority. 
Also in the past before specific laws were enforced, 
Manifattura Tessile was equipped with all the necessary 
technologies to factually reduce to zero the impact on 
our surrounding natural heritage.



telephone 
+39 011 9260606

info@dinole.com
www.dinole.com

FOLLOW US 

Manifattura Tessile di Nole M.T. S.P.A.

#servingthebest  #worldbestvelvets  #since1913  #dinole
@mtdinole

Via Martiri della Libertà, 8 
  10076 Nole, Turin, Italy


